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Question Bank 

 

UNIT-1 : MICROPROCESSOR AND MICROCONTROLLERS 

 

1. What are the advantages of RISC and CISC processor architecture? ( jan 08, july08, Dec’11) 

2. Distinguish between Harvard and Princeton architecture with diagram.   ( jan 08) 

3. With a diagram list the specific features of 8051    ( jan08, july08, jan09, july09) 

4. Explain the oscillator circuit and timing diagram of 8051 microcontroller    (jan08) 

5. Differentiate between microprocessor and microcontroller with respect to their architecture and 

instructions           (jan09, july09) 

6. Mention any two applications of 8051 microcontrollers      (jan09) 

7. Explain the memory organization in 8051      (june’08, Dec’11) 

 

UNIT 2: ADDRESSING MODES AND OPERATIONS 

 

1. Explain the following instructions with examples 1) MOVC 2) SJMP 3) JB C 4) DAA  (jan 08) 

2. Explain how stack is implemented in 8051       ( jan 08, jan 09) 

3. Explain the functions of the following pins of 8051 1) EA 2) ALE 3) RST  (july 08,Dec’11) 

4. Explain the different addressing modes of 8051. Give an example for each one of them (july 08, jan 09) 

5. Mention the function of the following instructions of 8051 CPU: 1) MOVC A,@A+DPTR   

2)CJNE 3)MUL AB 4) DJNZ  5) A CALL         ( july 09) 

6. List out the different bit addressable SFR’s available in 8051     (july 09) 

7. Explain the different jump instruction in 8051.      (June’09) 

8. Mention the advantages of using subroutines. 

(ii) Give the range of instructions SJMP, AJMP, LJMP. 

(iii) Mention the differences between RET and RETI instructions    (Dec'11) 

 

UNIT 3:8051 PROGRAMMING 

 

1. How bit level XOR operations can be done in 8051       ( jan 08) 

2. write a subroutine to decrement the contents of DPTR      ( jan 08) 
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3. Write a program to add 10 BCD number a stored in  successive memory locations starting from 20H in 

internal RAM locations and store the result at address 40H and 41H    ( july08) 

4. write ALP for 8051 assume that register A has packed BCD, Write a program to convert packed BCD to 

two ASCII n umbers and place them in R2 and R3       ( jan 09) 

5. Find the sum of values 79H, F5H, E2H put the sum in R0 and R5     ( jan 09) 

6. Write an ALP to find square root of a numbers and store in R0     ( july 09) 

 

UNIT 4: 8051 INTERFACING AND APPLICATIONS 

 

1. Draw the block schematic of DAC 0808 interfaced to 8051 at port P1 and write an 8051 program to  

generate sine wave          (june'08) 

2. How to interface DC motor to 8051 using opto insulator? Write a C program to move DC motor with       

25%   duty cycle pulse         (june'08) 

3. Show an interface of 8051 controller with a stepper motor drive circuit and explain its principles of   

Operation.         (Dec'08, June ‘09, June ‘11) 

4. Explain the registers and pins of LCD and write an ALP to display message "HELLO" as LCD  

Displays.           (June’09) 

5. Interface ADC 0804 to 8051 and write a program to read analog data and display the converted data at  

Port 2.            (June’11) 

6. Interface a 2x4 keys keyboard to 8051 and write an ALP to send the key code to port P1 whenever a   

key pressed.           (Dec'11) 

 

UNIT 5: 8051 INTERRUPTS AND TIMERS/COUNTERS 

 

1. Find the value of TH1 if the timer1 is used in timer mode2 to generate a baud rate of 4800. Assume 

appropriate oscillator frequency         (jan 08) 

2. Distinguish counting and timing requirements, explain the modes of operation of timer/counter of 8051 

with diagram.          (jan 08, july 08, july 09) 

3. Write a program to generate a symmetric square wave of frequency 2Khz if crystal of frequency 

11.0592MHz is used           ( july 08) 

4. Explain the timer structures of 8051 with TMOD register      ( jan 09) 

5. Assume that XTAL=11.0592MHz. Write a program to generate a square wave of 2KHz on P1.5  

( jan 09) 
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6. Explain IE and IP register formats        (june’09) 

7. Compare polling and interrupts. What are the steps microcontroller performs upon activation of interrupt 

            (june’11) 
 

UNIT 6: SERIAL COMMUNICATION PROGRAMMING IN 8051 

1. Explain the different steps to receive data serially using 8051     (july 08) 

2. Write a program for 8051 to transfer the message “GOOD LUCK” serially at baud rate of 9600, 8bit 

data with 1 stop bit. Do this continuously       ( jan09, july09) 

3. What is serial communication? How is this achieved with 8051 using RS232 standards  ( july 09) 

4. Explain the format of SCON register in details       ( july 09) 

5. Explain the function of RS232C pins of DB-9 connector     (dec’11) 

6. List the advantages of serial communication over parallel communication.   (june’08) 

 

 

UNIT 7: MOTIVATION FOR MSP430MICROCONTROLLERS 

 

1. With a neat block diagram explain the features of MSP430 microcontroller   (june’12) 

2. Explain the clock system of MSP430        (june’12) 

 

 

UNIT 8: ON-CHIP PERIPHERALS 

 

1. Explain the working of watch dog timer in MSP430.     (june’12) 

         

 

 


